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multiple layers based on their varying importance [6]. The first of
these layers will emphasize the needed data to reconstruct the

Abstract Transmission of secured video strea mi a naized original movie frame. This layer is called the base layer. The
server to different clients, is perfiormed via a middle-ware named remaining layers will contain the data that are added to enhance
transcoder server. The role of this transcoder is to adapt the contents of a tevaizion of the contruted fre Thee ersare
video stream. The adaptation perforTned in order to fit the client the vdsualizateon of the reconst[ucted frame. These layers are
capabilities and to satisfy the channel restriction bandwidth This process
should be performed Ahile preserving the stream security. Selective For contents adaptation, an intermediate network node
encryption techniques provide content protection. Just a minor part of the (transcoder) is used to converts the pre-encoded secured video
data containing the relevant features is encrypted. Using the selective stream into another form The transcoding operations may include
encTyption techniques save computational overheads while still achieving stre in ther formaT ransing opera tionsm il
adequate security. In this paper, we present a new model for three tier change n the movie format, frame size, bit rate reductions, or
transcoding architecture. The outcome of that model is to minimize the firame rate (temporal transcoding). Transcoders modulate the
overhead processing of the transcoding operations while upholding the stream by adjusting the transcoding parameters (quantization
security aspect of the stream. factor, frame size and color depth) [8]. Thus, transcoders offer a

second opportunity to dynamically adjust the video stream
Keywords-transcoding, transcoding parameters encoding, scalable according to channel bandwidth and client capabilities.

coder secure scalable, selective encryption. The third major context in the wireless commnunication is
I INTRODUCTION preserving the security aspects of the transmitted media from

eavesdroppers. Occasionally, besides the mandatory protection, it
eal-time transmission of secured video streams across is required to achieve the real-time transmission. Thus, the

1 wireless network becomes a hopeful service, such as video reduction of the overhead processing due to the securty
on demand and interactive video telephony. However, implementation becomes obligatory.

wireless transmission systems of secured video stream are
countenanced by rmny tribulations [1]. First, the wireless In this paper, a novel model for a real-time transcoding of a
communication channels are shared among multiple users. Thus, secure video stream across wireless network is proposed. This
the available bandwidths of the wireless communication channels model will contain a new simple computation method to separate
have time varying values. Second, the client devices may have the frame contents into diffeent layers according to their
diverse assets that vary fom desktop PC notebooks, PDA to importance. This paper is organized into four sections. Section
mobile phones. In order to achieve fascinate wireless transmission two reviews the basic transcoding approaches for transmitting a
systern, the pre-encoded secured video stream have to be adapted secured video stream Section three describes our proposed model
[2]. The adaptation should be performed based on the client that called Two-way Secure Scalable Streaming (TW SSS).
resources restrictions and the presented bandwidth without Section four presents the experimental results and a comparative
affecting the stream security. study between the proposed TW-SSS and the Security scalable
There are three basic contexts playing the main roles in stream
transmitting secured video stream across wireless networks. They
are video encoding, content adaptation (transcoding) and
encryption techniques [3] [4]. Generally, transcoding can be classified into two main classes,

conventional and scalable stream transcoding [9] [10]. In
In the context of video encoding, several schemes are proposed to conventional anscdn,te serer oratins are oraie aso.~~~~~conventional transcoding, the server operations are organized ascompress the movie video frames into bit streams. However, the follows:
output rates of these schemes are unconscious for wireless
channels due to their bandwidth restrictions [5]. Thus, scalable * Each frame of the video source is encoded into stream of bits.
video encoding was introduced to encode each video frame into * These stream bits are encrypted and grouped into packet.
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* The packetized stream is transmitted to the transcoder. The SSS transcoder operations, shown in Figure (1), are detailed
When the stream is received by the transcoder, the bandwidth of as follows:
the target communication links is measured. If the bandwidth * For each scalable packet, the header data is inspected.
suffers some drops then the subsequent transcoding operations are * Based on the bandwidth limitations and the header information,
performed. These operations are decryption, reduction, re- a discarding operation is performed to eliminate some of the
encoding and the re-encryption of the stream. data packets that are presented in each scalable packet.
Generally, several architectures have been proposed to present the * Retransmission ofthe down streamed scalable packets.
conventional transcoding [3]. These schemes can be achieved in
pixel or frequency (DCT) domain [11]. In the pixel domain, the
incoming secure video stream is decrypted then fully decoded L -------------------n
into raw of pixels. The transcoding process is done by fuly re-
encoded the stream using different transcoding parameters.
Finally, the encoded stream will be encrypted and transmitted to --------------- ----

the clients. The main advantage pixel domain transcoding is the Dird
capability to modify the video characteristics, such as spatial size I
or color depth. Also, extra information, such as a logo or a digital Figure (1) SSS Transcoding operation
watermark, can be embedded into the video stream. Therefore,
the pixel domain transcoding can get the best quality among all From the security point of view, each transmitted stream of the
the transcoder architectures. However, the main disadvantage of conventional transcoding niust be decrypted before down
pixel domain is the high complexity and its security lack. streaming. Thus, the network adaptation node presents a possible

In the DCT domain, the input bit stream is interpreted as variable violation in the security of the entire stream and threatens the

length decoded (VLD) to extract the variable length code words security of the overall system. In SSS scheme, there is no need to
corresponding to the quantized DCT coefficients. Next, the decode any stream. Thus, the end-to-end security is achieved.
quantized coefficients are de-quantized then re-quantized using Based on this analysis, the SSS transcoding operations are
larger values to minimize the amount of the transmitted stream. initiated for each session after the stream is generated by the
Finally, the re -quantized coefficients are variable length coded server. In addition, each video stream is produced according to
(VLC) DCT domain transcoding has a minimum complexity pre-specified and fixed compression parameters. The server is
among all conventional transcoders. Thus, it achieves real time unconscious about the channel conditions and the client
transcoding. Its main disadvantage is the drift problem caused by resources. Thus, massive amounts ofthe video streams need to be
the loss of the high frequency coefficients due to the re- inspected and adapted due to the current transcoding parameters.
quantization process [12]. In order to overcome these drawbacks a new transcoder model is

developed. This model will be called the Two-way secure
In scalable stream, coding and packetization are united to encode scalable stream transcoder (TW SSS). In the following section,
video into scalable data packets [13]. The adaptation is achieved the TW SSS will be detailed.
by simply truncating excess packets in the transcoder. For
instance, the secure scalable stream (SSS) implemented in [13]. III TWO-WAY SECURE SALABLE STREAM
The SSS server operations, shown in Figure (3) are detailed as TRANSCODING(TW-SSS)
folloOws:

The developed model performs its operations by adding two main
* Each video frame is segmented into tiles. modules shown in Figure 0). They are the dynamic request
* Using a JPEG-2000 coder, each tile is coded into a number of handler in the transcoder part and the dynamic shared lists in the
resolutions (for example it may encode into three resolution server part. The role of the dynamic request handler is to monitor
levels, 128x 128, 64x64, and 32x32). the available bandwidth of the network channels and the
* Each resolution is layered into number of quality layers. resources of each client. Afterward, it transmits a code level that
Thus, for three resolutions, nine quality layers will be represents the parameters values ofthe client resources along with
produced. the client request to the server. The role of the dynamic shared

lists in the server part is to pass the appropriate predefined
* The bit stream of each layer is encoded into a single data transcoding parameters to the scalable coder in the server. The
packet. The packetizing operation is performed according to the saal oe eecdstepecmrse tembsdoscalable coder re-encodes the pre-compressed stream based on
quality layers. these parameters.
* The nine packets are assembled into a single scalable packet.
* The nine data packets in the scalable packet are encrypted
using progressive encryption technique [13]. ~.
* For each encrypted scalable packet, an un-encrypted header
is attached. This header conveys the information needed for
downstream transcoder (image size, data ordering, number of Scrvor
resolutions, quality levels). Figure (2) proposed TW_SSS
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In the following subsections, both of the TW-SSS server part, to the right-down corner of each block. Thus, we will classify the
transcoder part and the operation scenarios between their significance of these coefficients according to their positions and
components will be detailed. frequency into base. medium and high coefficients. The masks

method is based on using a number of matrices. These matrices
111.1 TW_SS SERVER are designed to separate the DCT coefficients of each frame

The server part in the TW-SSS model consists of four main according to their importance. The proposed method called a
modules as shown in figure (3). These modules are encoding masking method, and its operations can be detailed as follows
module, dynamic shared lists module, encryption module and * Based on the number of the needed layers an equal number
packetizing module. of masking matrices are exploited. These matrices only

--------------------------------------- behold ones and zeros. For instance, three matrices may be
used as shown in Figure (5).

.17 1 Liu I , * For each gnlor component (red. green and blue), the dot
F.MI JColOrdept |Q-SCal Freq.Leve product is applied between each block in the matrix represent

List n the frame color and these matrices. The ones positions are
firned to extract the color transformed coefficients that only

qScat"Ee codera' occupy these positions.
_f5ub«moduk ,* As result, the base mask will separate the DC and low AC

Encode Encorytion Packenizanion coefficients in separate blocks. By grouping the blocks of the
Sub-module Module l three color components, the scalable base layer will be

oEaody .duke formed
* By the same manner, the remaining masks are used with eachFiguJre(3) server modules and operStions color block to create the medium and high layers as two

A. Encoding Module scalable enhancement layers.
The encoding module consists of two basic sub-modules, encoder While this method is performed in frequency domain as SNR
sub-module and scalable coder sub-module. The encoder method, it is executed by parallel processing in one step. Thus, it
represents the preparation stage for archiving the movie in the provides a simpler method in terms ofthe needed computations.
server data base. Thus, its operations are performed offline. The
encoder is simply any encoder based on the IPEG codec [14]. It
is used to encode each movie frame into different layers
according to its data importance. In order to achieve this
objective, we propose to embed a scatability operation directly
after the transfonnation and zigzag order stages as shown ini
Figure (4). In addition, the quantization stage is moved from the
encoderto the scalable coder sub-module.

Figure (5) masking matrices
LZ at The scalable layers were stored as pre-encoded representation for

thoI r r i Fi=kS<-l-bbjd I (Mdj td each stream. The scalable coder sub-module performs its
LjLj I.JL..jZJ I,~ L1.J2~J. J

l operation on-line (during the transcoding operations). The pre-
|FIT?*P| - | '1.'- | encoded scalable layers are submitted to the scalable coder as

shown in Figure (6). Based on the transcoding parameters of the
Figure (4) modified JPEG Encoder selected shared list, the scalable re-encoding will be performed.

In SNR scalability that performed in the DCT domain, the base The roles of the scalable coder include:
layer is performed based on a full resolution, but at strongly * Quantization of the coefficients of the pre-compressed layers
quantized version. The enhancement layers are obtained based on according to the quantization factor ofthe selected shared list.
the DCT coefficient differences to weaker quantized wrsions. * Re-sizing the movie frames.
Thus, multiple quantized and difference operations are performed * Neglect some pre-compressed layers according to the number
to get the scalable layers ofeach frame. of the frequency level embedded in the selected list.

In order to avoid the multiple computations of SNR scalable ,----------------------------------------------
method, a novel computation method is proposed. It aims to 'seleted rpnnt list
reduce the multiple computation steps into one step to create the i | FraIeLac Coor opt Q-Scale Freq-L.vel
different scalable layers shown in Figure (4). After the zig-zag fRed Gm.I '

order operation is performed, the DC and low AC (significant)
coefficients are clustered in the upper left corner of each block. 5 'oder
These coefficients are the only coefficients that are able to R gd Ia
reconstruct the frame. The other (enhancement) coetficients are --_-__-__-_-_-__
scattered in the remaining block positions. Moreover, the
significances of the enhance coefficients are downward as moved Figure (6) scalable coder module
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B. The dvnamic shared list create a parent process for each request. The aim of the parent
The dynamic shared list module consists of a set of lists. Each list process is to perform the following:
contains predefined transcoding parameters that serve as input for * Determine the code-level that matches the client
the scalable coder module. These parameters are frame width, resources and its communication bandwidth.
frame height, Color depth, QScale and Frequency-levels (the

maximum numerofpermited scalabl layers).. Transmit the client request with its relevant code-levelmaximum number of permnitted scalable layers). to the server.

C Encryption module * Inform the adaptation module about the request, the
In order to accomplish the real time transmission, it is necessary frequency-level and its code-level in order to create an
to reduce the overhead processing of the applied security. Thus, adaptation child process.
selective encryption (SE) is commenced as a central key to realize * Track any alteration in the client bandwidth then
this objective. It is based on encrypting the vital fractions of each respectively acquire its appropriate code-level and
frame [15]. The vital fractions represent these parts of the stream resend this code-level to the server. In addition, it
that are sufficient to reconstruct the frame (e.g. encryption of 1- informs the adaptation module (child process) by the
encoded blocks in MPEG). In generaL the securities of the (SE) updated code-level and theudatedfre c y-le
schemes are lower as compared to full encryption. However, the
main reason to accept this drawback is the considerable savings in * Kill its child process when the request is realized.
terms of time and processing power [16]. In order to evaluate the * Notify the main process that the request is realized.
outcome of encrypting our selective stream, the encryption is Subsequently, the main process kills this parent
performed two times using the RC4 of the symmetric stream process.
cipher. Firstly, the RC4 is implemented to the scalable base layer
stream only (selective encryption) Secondly, the RC4 is Request handler Adaptive module
implemented to the all scalable streams (full encryption). Figures - - -

(7) show the effect of using RC4 algorithm in both cases for Lena LHII
image of 256x256 sizes. There is no visual information can be I A1Ir 4.
recognized in both cases. However, the measured time for1
encrypting the scalable base layer only record 0.028 sec, while =
the value recorded for all scalable layers streams is 0.49. _

]Val map kLv =11s 3
1 23* h31b248 3

N ab1t.-12. 2

Original image Scalable bans All Scalhblk Figure (8) The TW_SSS Transcoding components
Laye encryption layer encryption

Figure (7) RC4 encryption 111.3 OPERATION SENARIO
D. Packetization module The Operations scenario is detailed as follows:

The Packetizing module produces the number of scalable packets I. The client sends a stream request.
that represent the frame. Each scalable packet encloses two 2. The transcoder receives the request and performs the
fundamental parts; the header and the data part. The header following operations:
includes two different types of parameters. These types are a. Create a parent process.
packet-transcoding parameters and frame parameters. The packet- b. Determine the code level.
transcoding parameters are the Frequency-level and Code-leveL c. Create an adaptation child process.
The frame parameters consist of frame size, frame rate, Q-scale, d. Transmit the code level attached with the name of
color depth and frame order. requested stream to the server.

e. Monitor any change in the client's bandwidth. If change
111.2 THETW_SSSTRANSCODER occurred, transcoder inform the server by the new

Our developed transcoder model consists of two main modules; (updated) code-leveL Thus, the scalable coder parameters
dynamic request handler and adaptation modules as shown in ofthe stream will be changed due to the new selected list.
Figure 1$). The handler consists of a lookup table and a main 3. The server receives the code level along with the request and
process. The lookup table consists of four columns. The first performs the following operations:
column is the code-level, the second is the bandwidth range, the
third is the client resource (client's display resolution) and the a. Select a list from the dynamic shared list module based
fourth is the maximum number of frequency-levels. The objective on the received code-level.
of the main process is to monitor the clients' requests and to
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b. Encode the saved stream layers into scalable layers using big difference in the visual quality between the decoding of the
the transcoding parameters supplied by the dynamic scalable base layer only and the all scalable three layers. The
shared list. main cause is the using of the mask method that condenses the

c. Packetize the stream into a number of scalable packets. most significant coefficients in the scalable base layer. Thus, the
d. Encrypt the scalable base layer contents. visual quality of decoding the two enhancement layers only has a
e. Transmit these packets to the transcoder. very poor visual.

4. The transcoder receives the stream packets and performs the
following operations:

a. Without any inspection, pass the scalable packets to the
client.

b. If the code-level assigned to the specified request is
updated, positively or negatively. The parent process
informs the child process of the stream. Decode of salabe Decode of the two Decode of the three

The child process keeps the value of the frequency-level and base layer only enhances Layers scalable layers
code-level assigned to its stream. Actually, the role of the child Figure (10) decoding the output scalable stage layers
process started when the frequency-level ofthe stream changed.
The change may occur negatively or positively according to the A comparative study has been made between the TW_SSS and
bandwidth change. For negatively change, the child process the SSS transcoders according to the measured values of cpu-time
performs the following operations: and throughput. The measurements are performed using a 4

* Inspect the header of the received packet (code level and minutes video clip and are performed based on:

frequency level). * Different quantization (Q-scales) values.
* Different frame size.

* Compare the code-level and frequency-level of the packet The cpu-time was computed as the time allocated to the kernel
with the code-level and frequency-level saved for this processes during the entire video stream. The throughput is
request. computed as the amount of the stream received by the clients per

* Based on this comparison, the child process perform the second.
following: The measurements results of both transcoders using different Q.
- If true, then the packet is retransmitted to the client. scale values and different Frame-scales are shown in the Figure
- If false, this mean the frequency-level of the packet is (11) and Figure (12) respectively.

higher than the frequency-level of the child process.
Thus a truncation is performed to eliminate this packet..= = = -

* The truncation will be continued until the code-level value -_ -
of the received scalable packets of this stream will be.-
updated. This mean, the server operation is updated and the * -__ - - -.
scalable packets are generated due to the updated -_ _ _ -_
bandwidth. Thus, the packet inspection will be stopped.. T

For positively change. the child process update the saved values._
of the code-level and the frequency-level. However, the server is - _ _ _ _ -_
informed to update its scalable encoding parameters. __ ___ ---_

IV EXPERMINTAL RESULT
In practical experimentation, the Hardware description is shown (a) cpu-time measurements (b) Throughput measurements
in Figures 9). In order to evaluate the developed system vise Figure ( 1) cpu-time and Throughput for different values ofQ scale

verse the SSS, three masks are used for coding the media stream. ' -

Scrver Tr*nscodcr I (bp UCt Pvov ; m j 1 ; l z XI ien
Pcronacomutc MIP,fonl1cmpterI e_ _ I I - ~ - - -f - --

'Jote boockPersonal computer Persotu computer

Figure (9)The TW SSS implementation

The TW-SSS system is tested by decoding the different scalable
layers that represent the Lena image of 256x256 sizes. The
decoding was made in the clients, after the transcoding operation (a) cpu-time measurements (b) Throughput measurements
has been performed. As a result show in Figure (10), there is no Figure (12) cpu-time and Throughput for different frame scale values
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However, the throughput of the TW_SSS is much higher than International Technology Research Institute, World Technology (WTEC)

the throughputofthe SSS transcoder ~Division, WTEC Panel Report, July 2000the throughput ofthe SSS transcoder [2]E. Lin. G. Cook, P. Salama, and E. Delp, "An overview of security issues in
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transcoder curve, spatially when using different Q-scale values. Technology: Coding and Computing.April 24, 2001, Las Vegas, pp. 345- 348.
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different scalable packets. Moreover, according to TW-SSS scenario [6] Eugene T. Lin, Christine 1. Podikhuk, Ton Kalker, Edward J. Delp:'
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In the following, the cpu-time and throughput of TW_SSS MultimediaandExpo,ICME '02, Laussanne, Switzerland, August 2002.
transcoder are measured with the different number of the scalable [8] H. Elmahdy J. Aly, A. Elkouny ,M.EI Sharqawy, "A Transcoding Technique
layers. The results ofmeasuring are shown in Figure (13). for Secure Scalable Stream" is Informational Journal of Intellgent Computig&Information Scinces, VOLUME 6, numnberl, junary 2006,

__ _ _ = _ - . _ _ - _ _ _ _ [[9] T. Shanabebh and M. Ghianbari, "Heterogeneous video transcoding to lower
- - _ _ _ _ _ espatiltmporal resolutions and different encoding formnats," IEEE Traw.

- - - - - - A,Wdiiedia, vol. 2,no.2, pp. 101-110, Jun. 2000.
-.,_ _ f _ _ = _ [10] Susie Wee, John Apostolopoulos:' Secure scalable video sreaming for

wireless network" in proceeding of the IEEE Intrnational Conference on
- . t - _ - Acoustics, Speed and Signal processing, Salt Lake City, UT, May200 I.

12''_ _ _ 7 j"-e,_87_c _ [11] Yuh-Reuy Lee, Chia-Wen Li[, and ChengChien Kao"A DCT-Domain
: - _ _ J z z _ :,, _ ffi tC _ _ _ _ Video Transcoder for Spatial Resolution Down conversion", VISUAL 2002,

- - - - ~~~~~LNCS2314, pp. 207-218, 2002
[12] P. Yin, A. Vetro, B. Lui, and H. Sun, "Drift compensation for reduced spatial

,0 r_ resolto trmnscodigng" IEEE Tran. Circuits Syst rdeo TechnoL, vol. 12, pp.
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_1 t " , [13] Susie Wee, John Apostolopoulos, '"Scure scalable streaming and secure

TW_SSS cpu-time TW_SSS throughput tascoding with jpeg-2000" IEEE lnternational Conference on Image processing.September 2003.
Figure (13) trascoding different number of layers [14]VBhaskaran and K.Konstantinides "Image and video compression standards.

algorithms andarchitecturea ". Kluwer Academnic, Boston, 199I.
From the curves of these figures, we deduce that: there is a [ISIA. Pommer and A. Uhl. "Application scnaios for selective encryption of
considerable difference in the cpu-time values when tasmitting visual data". In J. Dittmann, J. Fridrich, and P. Wohlhacb r, editors, Multimetia
different number of layers. Thus, when the bandwidth is changed and Securitv Worlkshop, ACMMAitimedia pages 71-74, Juan-les-Pins, France,
negatively, the TW -SSS system can avoid an extensive amount of [16D b.Said.r0ea02 ing the S.egt of Partial Eryption Schenr", In ICIP
time. This wasted time can not be avoided in the SSS. The 2005. IEEE International Conference in Image Processing. Genova, Italy, volume
throughput curves clear that, the throughput values increase based 2, pages 1126- 1129,2005.
on the number ofthe transcoded layers and the frame sizes.

1. CONCLUSION
TW SSS is a novel model for transcoding secure scalable stream.
The developed model includes a novel scalable computation
method for preparing the pre-encoded stream into different
scalable layers. The main role of the TW SSS transcoder is to
control the server operation and the flow of the stream. This role
starts before any server streaming and continue during the server
streaming. The TW_SSS model aims to reduce the overhead
processing due to the fully re-encoding and decoding processes in
the conventional transcoding. In addition, it minimizes the
excessive stream generated by server and adapted by the
transcoder in SSS. Moreover, it reduces the overhead processing
due to the complicated inspection process in the SSS. Finally, the
end-to-end security will be achieved with a minimum effort.
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